LED Teapot Earl Gold E27 4W 2200K

Bailey nr.: 142441

BAI LED Teapot Earl Gold E27 4W 2200K 190lm Dimmable 230V-240V CRI90-100 360D 255x220mm LED Filament lamp

With the Teapot Earl (what’s in a name?), Bailey has something unique to offer. They are LED filament lamps according to the Spiraled® principle (twisted filament, 2200K dimmable) in the shape of a teapot. This model should of course not be missing in any coffee and tea room or other environment where tea is served. The models are so special that they are protected by Bailey at the European trademark office, so that they remain unique. With the accessories and cables from Bailey, many beautiful combinations can be made that enrich the interior. Moreover, these lamps are energy efficient.

**General properties**

- **EAN-code**: 8714681424414
- **Product series**: Shapes by Bailey lights
- **Product Type**: Teapot Earl

**Specifications**

- **Nominal voltage**: 220|240 V
- **Voltage type**: AC
- **Nominal current**: 20|20 mA
- **Power factor**: 0.85
- **Lamp power**: 4|4 W
- **Luminous flux**: 190|190 lm
- **Rated luminous flux according to IEC 62722-2-1**: Lamp efficacy: 48 lm/W

- **Luminous intensity**
- **Colour rendering index CRI**: 90-100
- **Lamp shape**: Other
- **Type of glass/cover**: Clear
- **Colour of light according to EN 12464-1**: Warm white <3300 K
- **Socket**: E27
- **Colour**: White
- **Colour of light**: 92|922
- **Colour temperature**: 2200|2200 K
- **Colour housing**: Other
- **Beam angle**: 360 °
- **Colour consistency (McAdam ellipse)**: SDCM5
- **Dimmable**: Yes
- **Diameter**: 255 mm
- **Length**: 220 mm
- **Degree of protection (IP)**: IP20
- **Energy Efficiency Index (EEI)**: 0.19
- **Min. number of switching cycles**: 15000
- **Weighted energy consumption in 1000 hours**: 4 kWh
- **Average nominal lifespan in 1000 hours**: 25000 h
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